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Abstract. - An improved method to retrieve a library function via its HindleyjMilner type is
described. Previous retrieval Systems have identified types that are isomorphic in any Cartesian
closed category (CCC), and have retrieved library functions of types that are either isomorphic to
the query, or have instances that are. Sometimes it is useful to instantiate the query too, which
requires unification modulo isomorphism. Although unifiability modulo CCC-isomorphism is undecidable, it it decidable modulo linear isomorphism, that is, isomorphism in any symmetrie monoidal
closed (SMC) category.
We argue that the linear isomorphism should retrieve library functions almost as well as CCCisomorphism, and we report experiments with such retrieval from the Lazy ML library. When
unification is used, the System retrieves too many functions^ but sorting by the sizes of the unifiers
tends to place the most relevant functions first.
Résumé. - Cet article présente une nouvelle méthode pour la recherche d3une fonction dans une
bibliothèque de programmes à partir de son type (au sens de HindleyjMilner). Les méthodes utilisées
jusqu'ici identifient les types qui sont isomorphiques dans n'importe quelle catégorie cartésienne
fermée (CCF), et le type résultat est soit isomorphe au type demandé, soit en est une généralisation.
Il est quelquefois utile d'instancier le type demandé, ce qui nécessite de résoudre un problème
d'unification modulo isomorphismes. Bien que l'unification modulo CCF-isomorphismes soit indécidable, ce problème est decidable modulo isomorphismes linéaires, c'est-à-dire isomorphismes dans
une catégorie monoïdale fermée symétrique.
Notre thèse est que la recherche d'une fonction modulo isomorphismes linéaires doit être aussi
utile que modulo CCF-isomorphismes. Nous présentons quelques résultats expérimentaux, qui ont
été effectués dans la librairie de fonctions de Lazy ML. En présence d'unification, le système
trouve trop de fonctions, mais ce problème peut être résolu en classant les substitutions par leur
taille.
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1. BACKGROUND

There are many general-purpose methods for automated retrieval of documents from a database. For software libraries, one can use the special
structure of software to improve the retrieval, as surveyed by Frakes [7],
In functional languages, polymorphic types work well as queries
[13, 17, 18, 20]. For instance, the function that reverses lists has the type
Voc.[a]-> [a], and there are few common functions of this type, since they
cannot examine the list éléments. Some retrieval Systems allow the query to
be a type augmented with a formai spécification [3, 15, 19].
I have developed a retrieval System based purely on types [17, 18]; it has
become popular in the Lazy ML community at Chalmers. This article describes how the System was improved by using unification modulo type isomorphism.
1.1 Isomorphic types

In my previous papers [17, 18], I wanted to abstract from details like the
currying and argument order of functions, so I needed a notion of type
isomorphism that expressed the abstraction. A library function should then
be retrieved if its type was isomorphic to the query, since a bijection (like
curry) could convert the function into the query type. It turned out that the
so-called CCC-isomorphism in category theory was suitable.
Catégories are mathematical structures that possess types (or objects),
functions (or arrows) between types, and a notion of type isomorphism.
Some catégories can be seen as models for various versions of X-calculus;
the most well-known are the Cartesian closed catégories, or CCCs. We do
not have to define the CCC-isomorphism in a categorical way; we can use a
resuit by Lambek [10] instead: two types A and B are isomorphic in ail
Cartesian closed catégories if, and only if, there are ^-expressions
f.A^B
and g:B^>A such that the equalities g°f=idA and ƒ °g=idB hold in simply
typed X-pTi-calculus with surjective pairing. I write this as A +± B or
ƒ

A+±B.
A statement of the form "A <=• i?" will be called an isomorphism. The functions
ƒ and g are usually also called isomorphisms, but I will call them bijections
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TABLE l

Equational axioms (with associated bijections) for isomorphism in all Cartesian closed catégories.
exck = X(x, y) . (y, x)

A*B

*±

(Com-2)

BxA

exch
assr = X ((x, y), z). (x, (j>, z))

dell =

lx A

(Ass-2)

X«),x).x

&

A

insl = kx.U),
= X/xy.f

(Ass-0)

x)
(xt

y)

(A*B)->C

(Cur-2)
uncurry = X g . X (x, y). gxy
appunit = Xf . ƒ ( )

1-C

ç±

(Cur-0)

C

absunit = \x , X() . x
distrib^hf . {fst

>(B*C)
non-linear <

of,sndof)

*±

{A -> B) >

^ C)

(Dist-2)

collect = X(g, h) . X x . (gx, hx)

to avoid confusion. Table 1 shows equational axioms (with associated bijections) that are sound and complete for isomorphism in ail CCCs [4, 14, 22].
(The empty Cartesian product is written 1; its single element is written ().) If
A -• B is written BA instead, the axioms will look more familiar, since they also
describe ail identities in the algebra of natural numbers with multiplication,
exponentiation and the constant 1.
Remark 1. — I use the axioms also on Hindley/Milner types, which may
contain variables that may be bound at the top-level, simply by allowing
renaming of bound variables. When used in this way, the axioms are not
qui te complete for Hindley/Milner types. Some additional axioms, like
lp.(fstp,

snd p)

*±
Xp.p

wouid make them complete, but these extra axioms can instead be used
directly by the type-deriver [6], in which case the retrieval System does not
need them.
Remark 2. — The axioms are not valid in ail X-calculi or functional
languages, but they hold in an approximate sensé, which should be enough
for software retrieval.
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1.2. Matching and unification

Independently, Runciman and Toyn suggested retrieving library functions
whose types are unifîable with the query, as well as functions with extra
arguments [20]. They did not use any équivalence relation, though.
When I tried to unité the best parts of Runciman and Toyn's work and
my own, my first intention was to implement matching and unification
modulo CCC-isomorphism (that is to seek substitutions that can makes types
isomorphic). Matching, or one-sided unification, allows us to retrieve library
functions of types more gênerai than the query, modulo isomorphism. I will
assume henceforth that we wish to do so, since it is useful when we overlook
a possible generalization. I gave motivating examples and an algorithm for
such matching in [18]. Morgan uses a similar algorithm [15].
However, uniflability modulo CCC-isomorphism is undecidable, as was
shown by Narendran, Pfenning and Statman [16]. But by removing the
distributivity axiom (Dist-2), they were able to construct a unification algorithm, which I have impiemented and used in a software retrieval System for
the functional language Lazy ML.
This article has two main parts. In section 2, I argue that the removal of
the Dist axioms usually does not harm the retrieval, and in section 3, I
present some expériences with the retrieval System.
2. LINEAR ISOMORPHISM FOR LIBRARY SEARCH

If we want unifîability moduio équivalence to be decidable, we are forced
to remove the (Dist-2) axiom, and since the (Dist-2) and the (Dist-0) axioms
are two instances of a similar w-tuple axiom (Dist-«), it seems most consistent
to remove the (Dist-0) axiom as weïl. The removal means that some queries
will retrieve fewer functions, which is bad if the omitted functions are useful,
but good if they are irrelevant. What can we expect?
Let us study the individual axioms of table 1. The axioms (Com-2),
(Ass-2), and (Cur-2) are crucial for function retrieval, as they abstract from
argument order and currying. (Cur-0) is useful in a strict language, if lazily
evaluated expressions of type C are simulated by functions of type 1 -> C. If
we have (Cur-0,2), then (Ass-0) holds "to the left of an arrow" [since
(1 x A) -> B ^(Cur-2) 1 -• {A -> B) ^(Cur-o) A -> B], so we may as well include
(Ass-0) in gênerai. Finally, the main motive for the (Dist-0,2) axioms has
been to get a nice semantics of the équivalence relation. Isomorphism in ail
CCCs seemed appropriate for functional programming, since when two types
Informatique théorique et Applications/Theoretical Informaties and Applications
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are isomorphic, one can easily convert back and forth, so the choice between
them seems arbitrary and unguessable.
But using ideas from linear logic [8, 9], we see that all bijections in table 1
are linear, except those for the (Dist) axioms. (A closed A,-expression is linear
if every variable is bound once and used once [9, section 7], distrib and collect
use variables twice, while unarr and arr bind variables they do not use.) Nonlinear bijections will change the amount of sharing, and a library function
has often a natural amount of sharing, which a user can guess. In these
cases, the non-linear bijections are not needed for library search. This is
illustrated best by examples.
No user should miss the (Dist-0) axiom, which says that (A -» 1) *± 1. In
lazy languages, hardly any fonctions have the result type 1, so we have few
opportunities to apply the axiom. In strict languages, such functions are
common but have side-effects, for instance cd:[Char] -• 1, which changes the
working directory. The (Dist-0) axiom identifies for instance [Char] -> 1,
Bool^> 1, and Int -> 1, which seems bad in the présence of side-effects.
The (Dist-2) axiom says that a function that returns a pair can be translated
to two functions that return the components. But it is quite unlikely that a
pair of two functions is named as a library item, so the (Dist-2) axiom will
have little effect at the top-level of a type. (Of course, a query that is a
Cartesian product could make the system look for possible components, but
I have not implemented this. I think that if the retrieval system tries to
combine different library items, too many possibilities will arise.) The
(Dist-2) axiom can be applied to parts of a type, but since the distrib and
collect bijections change the sharing, the user can often guess which variant
occurs in a library function. Roughly, if a function returns a i?-value and a
C-value in a single computation for every ^4-value, its most natural type is
^4 -> (i? x C), but if it computes only i?-values for some ^-values and only
C-values for others, it is more natural to split it into a function-pair of
the distributed type {A -> B) x {A -> Q.
Example 1. — The choplist function, predefined in Lazy ML [0], takes a
function ƒ and a list xs. ƒ can take a list of the same type as xs and chop off
a prefix, to return a pair of the chopped part and the rest of the list. choplist
applies ƒ to xs repeatedly to get a list of chopped parts, e. g., if takeword
chops off the first lexeme of a string, then choplist takeword will return a list
of the lexemes in a string. choplist can be defined by
choplist : V a. ([a] -> [a] x [a]) -> [a] -> [[a]]
vol. 27, n° 6, 1993
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choplistf [ ] = [ ]
choplistf xs — let (ys, zs) =f xsinys :: choplistf zs
where "::" is infïx cons, By using (Dist-2), we fînd an alternative définition
with a CCC-isomorphic type:
choplist' : V a. ([a] -> [a]) x ([a] -* [a]) -> [a] -> [[a]]
choplisf(g9h)[ ] = [ ]
choplist' (g, h)xs = gxs:: choplist' (g, h) (h xs)
so that choplist' {g, h) = choplist j"if (g, h) = distrib(f). Now, the normal situation is that g and /Ï do similar work. (In the lexeme example above, g should
find the first lexeme of a string and keep it, whereas h should find the first
lexeme and discard it.) If g and h are not encapsulated into an ƒ function,
their common work will not be shared. In this case, a library programmer
can be expected to write the original version of choplist and the user will
guess the non-distributed type. The (Dist-2) axiom is not necessary. D
Example 2. — maplast is like map, but applies a different function to the
last element of the list (useful for formatting with separators and terminators).
Thus,
maplast : Votp.(a -> p) -> (a -> p) -> [a] -• [p]
maplast g h[ ] = [ ]
maplast g h [x] = [h x]
maplast g h (xl \\x2\\ xs) = g xl : : maplast g h (x2 : : xs)
By using the axioms (Cur-2) and (Dist-2), we find an alternative définition
with a CCC-isomorphic type
maplast' : V aP. (a -> p x p) -> [a] _> [p]
maplast'f[

]= [ ]

maplast'f [x] = [snd(fx)]
maplast'f (xl : : x2 : : xs) —fst ( ƒ xl) : : maplast' f (x2 : : xs)
so that maplast'f—maplast g h if distrib(f) = (g, h). The maplast' version
computes both g(x) and h(x) for every element in the list, only to throw
away one of them. In a strict language, this might be much more work; in a
lazy language, the unwanted value need not be fully computed, but there is
still unnecessary overhead in building the pair and the représentation of g (x)
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or h(x). So both a library programmer and a user should feel that the
distributed version of the type is more natural for maplast. •
These examples are représentative for those I have come across: usually
there is a natural amount of sharing. So the removal of the (Dist) axioms
should not harm the retrieval too much.
2.1. Theoretical aspects

The exact définition of linear À,-expressions can be found in [9, section 7],
except that we do not need the if-then-else. Our 1 corresponds to the tensor
unit, our x corresponds to the tensor product®, and our -» corresponds to
the linear implication —°. Two types are linearly isomorphic if there are
linear bijections between them; this is a stronger requirement than the linear
logical équivalence °—°. It is far from obvious that the fïve iinear axioms in
table 1 form a complete equational axiomatization of linear isomorphism,
but I had the good luck to be able to contact Sergei Soloviev, who found a
prpof [23]. Instead of generating the isomorphisms that hold in any Cartesian
closed category, the fïve axioms generate those that hold in all symmetrie
monoidal closed (SMC) catégories, sometimes just called closed catégories [12,
section VII.7],
The equational axioms in table 1 are decorated with bijections, and
Soloviev's proof implies that the décorations survive (in modifïed forms)
during equational reasoning. This gives an inductive way of generating the
linear bijections-we just extend Birkhoffs rules for equational reasoning [2]
to handle décorations (table 2).
Rule 2(v) may need some examples. What happens F is Lisü Then the
rule says that from
A

ƒ
Ï±

B,

1

f-

we can infer that
ma

PList(f>

List{A)

<±

f "*)

List(B\

but what is mapListl It is simply the ordinary map function over lists, except
that it has an extra argument ƒ ~1, which is ignored:
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TABLE 2

How Birkhoff's lawsfor equational reasoning modify the bijections.
ƒ

ƒ

f-1

id

A

f

(i) reflexivity

9~l

ƒ"

B *± A

id

g

A ^ B B+±C

A +± B

J

(ii) symmetry

(iii) transitivity

ƒ
A

A «± B

a(A)

t

*± Bi

...

Au*±

fT1

f-1
f

<=t o(B)

B.

fn1

F<4>
ma
Dr t if Ti ƒ^ i> f• t•
tnupf \ j

M J

o

f i j~ ^ 1

(v) compatibility

(iv) stability

Similarly, mapx is defmed by
mapx {h,fl\h,

fl')(fllf

a2) = (/ t (a x ),/ 2 (a 2 )),

and also ignores its fï1 and f^x arguments.
The gênerai rule 2 (v) must allow the map function to use every ƒ j~ x as
welï as every ƒ), because it needs them when F is contravariant in an argument
(roughly: an argument of F occurs to the left of an arrow). For instance,
when F itself is the arrow, we have to defîne map^ by

As another example, let
type F (a) = Cl (a) + C2 (a -> Int),
then

The decorated rules in table 2 give an inductive way to construct the set
of linear bijections, which we can call Linb. Starting from the five linear
axioms in table 1, we get that exch, assr, assl, dell, insl, curry, uncurry,
appunit, and absunit belong to Linb. Rule 2 (i) says that id is in Linb. Rule 2
(iii) says that if g and ƒ are in Linb, so is g° ƒ. Finally, rule 2 (v) says that if
Informatique théorique et Applications/Theoretical Informaties and Applications
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w-ary type

operator,

a n d fu

. . . , ƒ„ are
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in

Linb, t h e n

so

is

A conséquence of this inductive définition is that whenever a function is
in Linb, then so is its inverse.
The set Linb dépends on which type operators exist in our language. If
the only type operators are x and -•, then Soloviev's proof of equational
completeness [23] says that Linb contains exactly the bijections that exist
between types that are isomorphic in every SMC category. But when we
search functional libraries, we must allow all type operators that occur in
the library.

3. EXPERIMENTS WITH EQUATIONAL UNIFICATION

When we retrieve library functions via types, it is reasonable to allow
instantiation of library types, since a polymorphic library function can be
used in a less gênerai context. Some retrieval Systems also allow unrestricted
instantiation of the query [13, 19, 20], but this can be slow and too permissive.
We can give the user some control over query instantiation if the queries are
formulated explicitly by him (rather than derived from examples, say). A
query variable can then express either polymorphism or an unknown subtype,
and only in the latter case should it be instantiated. Since polymorphic
variables are bound at top-level, we can use free variables to stand for
unknown types. For example, when we seek the reverse function on lists, we
know that its type Va. [a] -• [a] is polymorphic, so we do not want to retrieve
functions of type [Float] -• [Float]. On the other hand, the query a -> Float
(without quantifier) would retrieve all functions that return floats.
We still need an algorithm for unification modulo isomorphism. There is
no gênerai method to unify in a given equational theory, and there are
théories in which unifïability is undecidable. Usually, one has to resort to ad
hoc algorithms. Siekmann has made a comprehensive survey [21], Narendran,
Pfenning and Statman [16] proved that unifïability modulo CCC-isomorphism in undecidable, but gave an algorithm for unification modulo linear
isomorphism, which I have implemented on top of a Standard ML program
for associative-commutative unification [11]. I have added the restriction that
variables in library types must not be instantiated to 1, as this seems to
retrieve only rubbish.
The retrieval System is still often too libéral; for instance, if the user
searches for a function of type g, and allows extra arguments by submitting
vol. 27, n° 6, 1993
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the query 8 -+ Q, then every function of a type Va.^4 -> a will be retrieved
via the substitution {a: = Q, &: = A[Q/OL]}, Although the query and the
answer are unifîable in this case, they need not be similar in any other way.
This mechanism alone can retrieve a lot of rubbish, since many library
functions have types that end with " . . . - • a".
Fortunately, the useful library types can be unified with the query by fairly
simple unifiers, while the rubbish tend to require more complex ones (in the
example above, Q is probably a medium-sized type, while A [g/a] can be
large). This observation can be explained as follows: the more gênerai type a
function has, the less it can do, since it cannot examine the internai structure
of its polymorphic arguments; therefore, the more instantiation needed to fit
a library type to a query, the less likely it is that the associated function is
useful.
Therefore, my System ranks the retrieved items by the sizes of the unifiers.
(When several most gênerai unifiers exist, the smailest one is used for the
ranking). The effect is that library functions whose types need only be
instantiated a little (or not at all) are placed fïrst.
3 . 1 . Defïning the size of substitutions

The size of a substitution can be defmed in various ways. There are two
primitive ways to specialize a type: either you make two variables equal, or
you replace a variable by a constant or an operator applied to new, distinct
variables. Therefore, it is reasonable to measure a substitution
{a 1 : = ?1, . . .,<xn\ = tn} by assigning one weight to each repeated variable,
and another weight to each occurrence of a constant or operator in the types
tu . . ., tn. In my first tests, both weights were 1, but I got slightly better
results by increasing the weight of operators and constants to 2. This fits
intuition: it is a bigger step to introducé a constant or operator out of the
blue, than to identify two variables that already exist.
Example 3. — A variable renaming, like

has size 0, since no variable is repeated among the right hand sides, and no
operators or constants occur. D
Example 4. — The substitution
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has the size 2, since 5 is repeated twice. [A variable that occurs n times is
repeated (n— 1) times.] D
Example 5. — The substitution

has the size 4, since each occurrence of the operator Foo carries the
weight 2. D
A complication is that the unifiers can affect both polymorphic library
variables and free query variables. At first, I treated these the same when I
measured size. But the argument above, that more polymorphic functions
can do less, only concern the polymorphic library variables —it says nothing
about the free query variables. Therefore, I now split each unifier in two
parts: one that acts on library variables and one that acts on free query
variables. Both are measured separately, but the former is most significant
and the latter is only used to break ties. This gave better results than equal
significance.
In summary, the définition of substitution size is a heuristic intended to
place the most relevant functions first. It works well, but can probably be
improved after more experiments.
3.2. Examples of retrieval

We will look at some examples of use. The size of the smailest substitution
is given as the pair of sizes of the library-variable part and the free queryvariable part. The times are averages of ten trials and are CPU seconds on a
SPARC Server 10, model 41, with 32 Mbyte; the system was compiled by
Standard ML of NJ, version 0.75.
Example 6. — We wish to print a floating point number. If we query the
Lazy ML library with the type Float -> [Char], we retrieve only
ftos : Float -> [Char] (0, 0)

Time:0.12 s.
which indeed prints numbers in a standard way. If we now suspect that there
is a more flexible print routine, which allows the user to choose the format,
we should query with a type e x Float -> [Char]. Since 8 is a free type variable,
it can be instantiated to any type, which is fortunate since we do not know
vol. 27, n° 6, 1993
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the type of the extra formatting information. This query retrieves
f tos

: Float -> [Char]

(0, 2)

fmtf

: [Char] -• Float -> [Char]

(0, 4)

/tas/

: Int -• Int -> /foötf -> [CAar]

(0, 6)

show^pair : V a p . ( a -> [CAar]) x (p -> [CAar]) -» a x p -» [CAar]
. . . thirty fonctions omitted . . .
while

: V p.(P -• Bool) -> (P -> P) -> P -> p

(2, 17)
;
(8, 40)

Time: 1.13 s.
The standard formatter f tos is retrieved again, via the substitution { s : ^ ! } .
But we also find two more flexible formatters fmtf and ftosf via the
substitutions {e: —[Char]} and {e: = Intx Int}. The first function takes a
formatting string in the style of the printf of C, the other takes a minimum
field width and a number of significant digits. We also retrieve thirty-two
useless fonctions, but this does not matter much, as the useful ones were
placed first. But the possibility of instantiating library types gave nothing
useful in this example. D
Example 7. — Let us look for a function to check membership in a list.
First we submit the query Va.ax[a]->-Bool, which retrieves
memiV$.$->[$]->Bool
Time: 0.75 s.

(0, 0)

via the substitution { P : = a }.
To try Runciman and Toyn's strategy [20] to allow extra arguments to
library fonctions, we can query with V a. 8 x a x [a] —> Bool. Since E is a free
variable, unlike oc, it can be instantiated to the unknown type of the extra
argument(s). This query retrieves
mem

: V p . p -> [p] -> Bool

(0, 2)

member

: V Py.(p - y -+ Bool) -> p -• [y] -+ Bool

(1, 7)

(=)

:Vp.p^p-.^ö/

(5,5)

. . . thirty-four functions omitted . . .

while

: V p . ( p ^ Bool) -> (p -+ p) -> p ^ p

[

(9, 47)

Time: 10.1 s.
Now we also retrieve a function member that can take an équivalence test as
an argument, but since nothing forces this test to take arguments of the same
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type, the type of member is more gênerai than the query. The required
substitution is
{ p : = oc, y : = a, 8 : = (a - • a - • Bool)}.

D

Example 8. — This query was suggested by Dan Synek. He had defmed
norm:
norm : V ap. (a - [p] -* [P]) -+ [a] -> [p]
norm f [ ] = [ ]
norm f (x : : xs) =fx (normf xs)
and wondered if it was already defined in the standard library. If we use the
type of norm as a query, nothing is retrieved. But if we again allow extra
arguments in library types, by querying with

we retrieve
itlist

: V y8.(y - 8 -> 8) - [y] -+ 8 - 8

(2, 2)

revitlist : V yS. (y -> 8 -> 8) -> [y] -> 8 -> 8

(2, 2)

rerfwa? : V yS.(y - 8 -H> 8) -> 8 -> [y] -> 8

(2, 2)

(o)

: V apy.(a - , p) -> (y -> a) - (y -> p)

. . . twenty-six functions omitted . . .
while

: V p.(p -> ^oo/) -> (P -> p) ^ P -> p

(10, 9)
;
(19, 90)

Time: 31.8 s.
If you are familiar with the itlistjrevitlist functions, also known as foldrjfoldU
you will realize that norm could have been defined by letting norm fl
= itlist f l [ ], so it is just a special case of itlist, where the "start-state" of
itlist has been frozen to the empty list. This also instantiates the type of itlist,
since norm can return lists only. Therefore, to retrieve itlist, it was necessary
both to instantiate E to the extra argument, and to instantiate the library
variable 8 to [P]. The substitution becomes { y : = a, 8 : = [p], s : = [P]}.
•
The test library contains 294 identifters, whose types can be divided into
148 linear-isomorphism classes. The implementation of the retrieval is rather
naïve; it just tests the classes one by one against the query. To get faster
retrieval, it should be possible to organize the classes by their resuit types. It
is also likely that the unification algorithm would be more efficient if it were
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based directly on associative-commutative-unit unification, which gives fewer
unifiers than associative-commutative unification.
3.3. Comparisons between équivalence, matching, and unification

Equational unification is normally more complex than matching and plain
équivalence tests. The CCC-isomorphism test for Hindley/Milner types is
graph-isomorphism-complete [1]; such problems are believed to be between
polynomial and NP-complete. CCC-matchability is NP-complete, and CCCunifiability is undecidable, although the restriction to linear CCC-isomorphism makes the unifiability NP-complete and thus decidable [16].
My implementation can usually test CCC-isomorphism of a query against
148 library types in less than a second. To find the library types that are
more gênerai than the query (modulo CCC-isomorphism), the time can be
several seconds. And to test unifiability (modulo linear CCC-isomorphism),
the time can be half a minute or more for the queries I have tried, but is
usually less.
TABLE 3

User times in seconds, andnumber of retrieved items.
query
Float -> {Char]
s x Float -> [Char]
V a . a x [a] - • Bool
V a . s xa x [a] -> Bool
Vap.(a^[H->[p])->[a]->[P]
V a p . e - (a -> [p] -> [p]) -> [a] - [H

CCC-iso.
0.22
0.21
0-21
0.20
0.24
0.25

(1)
(0)
(1)
(0)
(0)
(0)

CCC-match.
0.27
0.25
0.24
0.27
0.46
0-61

lin-unif.

(1) 0.12 ( 1)
(0) 1.13 (35)
(1) 0.75 ( 1)
(0) 10-1 (38)
(0) 1.28 ( 0)
(0) 31-8 (31)

Table 3 gives some times for various queries. The tests of isomorphism
and matching treated the free variables in the queries as if they were bound,
that is, they were not instantiated, but possibly renamed. The figures in
parentheses are the number of items retrieved from the library.
The queries were taken from examples 6-8. For other queries, and still
using the Lazy ML library of 294 items, the number of retrieved items can
be around half a dozen for isomorphism, and around a dozen for matching
(that is, for checking if library types are more gênerai than the query).
3 . 4 . À user interface with Windows

Thomas Hallgren has made a window-based user interface to the retrieval
System. The answers to a query appear in one window (fig. 1). If the user
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LMLSeek
Find more genera! types|

Sum : list Int-»Int
Times :UstInt-»Int
hd : List ci-*a
Min : List a-*ct
[ast : list o—*a
length : Ust a-»Int
Max: List a-»a
cno : a—*Int
f gensym) : a-*Int

Figure 1. — Library items are retrieved.

•

D Aasrórc/tocalAml/srcAib/Min.m
find snallest elenent in a list,
fai Is on enpty list

Hin:

Hin txl; x2; ... xn3 = xi «here xi <= xj, 1 <= j <= n
nodule
export Hin;
Hin [3 = f ail "Hin on tV
Hin <x.xs> = nin x xs
uhere ree nin m [3 = m
II
nin n (x.xs) = if n<x then nin n xs else nin x xs
end

Figure 2. — When Min is clicked, its source file pops up.

clicks at one of the retrieved functions, its source file will appear in another
window (Jïg. 2). This makes it easy to check if the functions satisfies the
user's needs. The interface was made using the FUDGET toölkit [5].
Staffan Truvé made a simiiar interface based on the Interviews toolkit.
4. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

4.1.

Conjunctive queries

The free type variables in queries make conjunctive queries possible. For
instance, the query

A -> p,
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(where P is free) should return all pairs of functions ƒ and g such that ƒ has
type A-+ B and g has type B^> C, for some type B. But it is not clear how
to implement this effïciently.
4.2. Unifîers of bounded size
It may be possible to fînd a threshold size for unifiers, such that larger
ones hardly ever retrieve useful functions. It would then sufflce to check if
substitutions smaller than the threshold are unifîers, and that could save
time. What is more, there will be a finite number of substitutions to check,
so the procedure will terminate even if the full CCC-isomorphism is used.
This is an alternative if one wants to keep the distributivity axioms.
4.3. Retrieving proved lemmas
In semi-automated theorem proving or program vérification, it would be
useful to have easy access to a library of previously proved lemmas. Since
lemmas can be seen as a kind of types which are more expressive than
Hindley/Milner types (using the Curry/Howard correspondence), it may be
possible to extend the retrieval method of this report to such types. To avoid
undecidable problems, such a retrieval System must necessarily give only
approximative results, but even a simple System could be useful in practice.
The two basic questions are: what équivalence relation on types should be
used, and to what extent should instantiation be allowed.
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